The quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnetic Ising-like compound BaCo2V2O8 has been shown to be describable by the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid theory in its gapless phase induced by a magnetic field applied along the Ising axis. Above 3.9 T, this leads to an exotic field-induced low-temperature magnetic order, made of a longitudinal incommensurate spin-density wave, stabilized by weak interchain interactions. By single-crystal neutron diffraction we explore the destabilization of this phase at a higher magnetic field. We evidence a transition at around 8.5 T towards a more conventional magnetic structure with antiferromagnetic components in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. The phase diagram boundaries and the nature of this second field-induced phase are discussed with respect to previous results obtained by means of nuclear magnetic resonance and electron spin resonance, and in the framework of the simple model based on the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid theory, which obviously has to be refined in this complex system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The universal Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) theory describes the behavior of interacting fermions in one dimension (1D) where the Fermi liquid theory breaks down. A difference with the latter, characterized by quasiparticle excitations, is that the TLL gives rise to low-energy density wave excitations.
1-4 It is relevant for 1D conductors, as well as for the spin-1/2 quantum chain compounds. In this context, BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 has been proposed as a model system realizing a TLL under a magnetic field.
5 BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 crystallizes in the bodycentered tetragonal I4 1 /acd (No. 142) space group, with a = 12.444Å and c = 8.415Å. 6 There are 16 spin- 3 2 Co 2+ ions in a unit cell, which form screw chains running along the c axis, two of which are described by a 4 1 axis and the other two by a 4 3 axis (see Ref. 7 for more details on the crystallographic structure). As Co
2+
ions are located in a slightly distorted octahedral environment, they can be described by highly anisotropic effective S = 1/2 spins, with a g-factor roughly twice larger along the c axis than perpendicular to it. [8] [9] [10] [11] The intrachain antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling between the Co 2+ S = 1/2 spins is much stronger than the interchain one, so that the system can be described by the XXZ chain Hamiltonian:
where J is the intrachain AF interaction (J > 0) and is the anisotropy parameter. BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 with < 1 realizes an Ising-like case with the Ising axis aligned along the crystal c axis. 9, 12, 13 The small but finite interchain coupling J leads to a long-range AF order below the Néel temperature T N ≈ 5.5 K, as first evidenced by He et al.. 10 The zero-field magnetic structure [longitudinal antiferromagnetic (LAF) phase] was shown by neutron diffraction to consist of AF chains with the magnetic moments along the c axis and exhibiting frustrated interchain couplings. 7, 14 In the TLL theory, the antiferromagnetic spin-spin correlation functions parallel (longitudinal) and perpendicular (transverse) to the applied magnetic field are of different nature: the former is incommensurate, with sinusoidally modulated correlations, while the latter is staggered (i.e.,'+ − + −' correlations). 15 They also have different field dependencies depending on the anisotropy. The exponent for the decay of the correlation functions with the distance between the spins is η for the transverse fluctuations and 1/η for the longitudinal ones, where η is termed the TLL exponent.
5 Then, whereas in the Heisenberg case the transverse fluctuations dominate in the gapless region (η always < 1 as soon as a magnetic field is applied), a more complicated scenario, departing from the classical picture, is proposed in the Ising-like case: the longitudinal fluctuations should dominate only at low field (η > 1), before being destabilized in favor of the transverse ones at higher field (η < 1).
5 Applying a magnetic field along the Ising c axis direction in BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 closes the anisotropy gap at a critical field H c ∼ 3.9 T where a first transition occurs, below 1.8 K, from the zero-field Néel order to a new ordered phase that has inherited the longitudinal incommensurate character from the parent TLL phase. The magnetic arrangement in this phase was determined by neutron diffraction as an incommensurate longitudinal spin density-wave (LSDW). 7, 16 The modulation wave number 2k F = 2π(1/2 − S z ) varies with the z component of the field-induced spin S z due to the applied magnetic field, as expected in the TLL theory.
15
The transition from this exotic ordered phase towards the transverse AF order is expected at a higher field H * before the saturated ferromagnetic (FM) state is reached at H s . This magnetic-field region was probed both by electron spin resonance (ESR) above 1.3 K 12 and by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) at lower temperature. 17 The NMR experiment discovered and mapped two new lowtemperature ordered phases between 8.6 T and H s , the transition between them being at 19 T. 17 This transition field coincides with the field where the anomaly of the high-field magnetization and the softening of one of the ESR modes were previously observed. 12 Whereas a model based on weakly-coupled spin chains treated as TLLs 5 accounts remarkably well for the BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 phase diagram up to 8.6 T, two additional ordered phases, not predicted in this model and whose exact nature is difficult to ascertain by NMR alone, call for further investigation of this field region.
In this article, we present the results of single-crystal neutron diffraction under a magnetic field up to 12 T, applied along the Ising c axis of BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 , allowing us to identify the ordered magnetic phase above 8.6 T, previously discovered by NMR, 17 that borders on the LSDW phase. We find a transverse AF order compatible with a flop of the zero-field magnetic structure, as expected in the TLL picture, although at a lower field than the calculated one. 5 We discuss the result in light of the recent NMR investigation of this ordered phase.
II. RESULTS
A BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 single-crystal was grown at Institut Néel by the floating zone method, 18 from which a cubicshaped crystal with about 3 mm long edges parallel to the crystallographic axes was cut. The neutron diffraction experiment was performed on the CEA-CRG D23 single-crystal two-axis diffractometer with a lifting arm detector at the Institut Laue Langevin high-flux reactor. The oriented sample was mounted on a dilution insert and placed in an Oxford vertical field 12 T cryomagnet, to have H c. Two different wavelengths were used, 2.38Å from a pyrolytic graphite monochromator and 1.28Å from a copper monochromator, in order to gain in flux and to access a larger volume of the reciprocal space, respectively. hk0 reflections (up to h or k = 8 with 2θ max = 120 • ) could be measured at the first wavelength, while hk0 and hk1 reflections (up to h or k = 14, restricting ourselves to 2θ max = 100 • ) could be measured at the smaller wavelength with an about three times smaller flux.
The high-field boundary of the LSDW phase, towards the second field-induced phase, was probed previously by single-crystal neutron diffraction 7 and found to range from 9.25 T at 50 mK to 8.75 T at 480 mK. Above this temperature, the paramagnetic state is reached. Let us recall that the propagation vector of the LSDW phase is k LSDW = (1, 0, ξ) with ξ the incommensurate modulation varying between 0.035 and 0.31 r.l.u. when the magnetic field, applied along the Ising c axis, varies between the two critical fields H c ∼ 3.9 T and H p ∼ 9.25 T.
7
We checked at 50 mK that the magnetic incommensurate satellite peaks associated with the LSDW phase indeed disappear at H p ∼ 9.25 T. Above this field, we looked for new magnetic Bragg peaks by scanning a portion of the reciprocal space. We found additional signal indexed by a propagation vector k AF = (1, 0, 0), identical to the one of the zero-field Néel phase. 7 This indicates a high-field commensurate AF structure [labelled transverse antiferromagnetic (TAF) as justified later on] with pure magnetic peaks appearing on (h + 1, k, l) positions with h + k + l even, because of the body-centered lattice. Note that the intensity of the magnetic peaks in the high-field phase is two orders of magnitude smaller at 12 T than in the zero-field phase.
In order to determine the boundaries of this phase in field and temperature, we followed the magnetic Bragg The TAF phase is canted due to the field-induced FM component, whereas this FM component is null at H = 0 and not yet developed in the LSDW phase at 4.2 T, very close to the critical field. In the three panels, the 41 and 43 chains are in red and blue respectively. The labelling of the Co 2+ ions is explained in Fig. 4 . In panels (c) and (d), the scale for the length of the magnetic moments is respectively twice and three times that in panel (b). peak1 2 0 when varying the magnetic field at T = 50 mK and when varying the temperature at H = 10.5 T (not shown) and H = 12 T [see Figs. 1(a,b) ]. This allowed us to complete the H − T phase diagram of Ref. 7 with this additional TAF ordered phase at higher fields [see purple triangles in Fig. 2(a) ]. On this phase diagram, the data points obtained from NMR 17 are also shown (grey stars), evidencing a perfect agreement with our data for the LSDW and TAF phase boundaries. Interestingly, a coexistence of the LSDW and the TAF phases has been observed in our neutron data over a nearly 1 T wide region: the lower critical field of the TAF phase is at H * 8.5 T, while the upper one of the LSDW phase is at H p ∼ 9.25 T. The LSDW-TAF phase transition is thus of first-order, like the LAF-LSDW one, 7, 19 and contrary to the three transitions between each of these three ordered phases and the paramagnetic phase, which are all of second-order.
For the determination of the TAF magnetic structure, 56 different nuclear and 24 different magnetic reflections were collected at H = 12 T and T = 50 mK at λ = 2.38Å. Then, a few of these measurements were repeated at λ = 1.28Å, and additional reflections [not accessible at the previous wavelength] were added yielding in total (for both wavelengths) 142 different nuclear reflections and 32 different magnetic ones (reducing to 60 and 17 independent ones, respectively). The nuclear structure was first refined, using the two data sets and refining one scale factor for each wavelength, in addition to the 8 refinable x, y, z coordinates and 4 B iso isotropic DebyeWaller factors of the Ba, Co, O1 and O2 atoms, and to the 4 extinction parameters.
20,21 The nuclear structure was found to be identical to the one in the LAF and LSDW phases, with agreement R−factors R F = 7.5 and 3.1% at λ = 2.38 and 1.28Å, respectively. This provided us with all the necessary information for the refinement of the magnetic structure.
The magnetic structure was then refined and the best result was obtained with agreement R−factors R F = 10.8 and 11.6% (R F 2 ω = 9.55 and 17.3%) for λ = 2.38 and 1.28Å, respectively. The quality of the refinement can also be visualized in Fig. 3 . The high-field magnetic structure is characterized by a collinear arrangement of the AF component of the moments lying perpendicular to the applied field H c, so that this structure corresponds to a TAF ordering. Two domains are stabilized with the AF component along a (domain #1) or along b (domain #2). They are roughly equally populated with respective populations of 51.7±1.5 and 48.3±1.5%. Indeed, the application of the magnetic field perpendicular to the (a, b) plane should not favor one domain with respect to the other. The magnetic structure is plotted in Figs. 4(a,b)  in projection onto the (a, b) 2+ at H = 12 T, is 9 times smaller than in the LAF phase at H = 0.
7 A field-induced FM component, parallel to the c axis, superimposes on the AF one described above, resulting in a canted magnetic structure. This parallel component was determined in Ref. 7 : at H = 12 T, it is equal to 0.68 µ B /Co 2+ , yielding a total moment amplitude of about 0.72 µ B /Co 2+ .
Note that this magnetic structure cannot be univocally determined. Another AF magnetic structure can be obtained from the neutron data refinement at 12 T, with comparable agreement R−factors. This alternative structure corresponds to a non-collinear TAF structure. Again, there are two possible domains #1' and #2' that now give exactly the same intensities for all magnetic peaks, so that it is impossible to determine the domain populations, although they should be equal as for the collinear structure. The magnetic moments are along the a − b and a + b directions for the red and blue chains respectively in domain #1' and reversed for the other domain [see Figs. 4(c,d) ]. The AF component at 12 T is m T AF = 0.178(2) µ B /Co 2+ , i.e., the previous value divided by √ 2. The coupling is also AF along the chains and between two chains of the same type, but moments in two different types of chains are now at 90
• from each other. This problem of indeterminacy in a tetragonal unit cell, between a collinear (moment a or b) and a non-collinear (moment a ± b) structure, with a √ 2 ratio in the moment amplitudes, is well known. 22 The use of polarized neutrons would be necessary to discriminate between both structures. 
III. DISCUSSION
The present single-crystal neutron diffraction study under high magnetic fields allows us to determine the phase diagram of BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 up to 12 T [see Fig. 2(a) ]. Figures 2(b-d) display the projection, perpendicular to the a axis, of each magnetic structure corresponding to the successive ordered phases stabilized with increasing field. The two low-field magnetic structures, LAF and LSDW, have their magnetic moments parallel to the applied magnetic field and are thus longitudinal. The highfield structure TAF is transverse, that is, with the antiferromagnetic component pointing in the plane perpendicular to the applied field, and appears as the flopped structure of the zero-field LAF one. Note that at the LSDW-TAF transition, the incommensurate modulation ξ becomes close to the commensurate 1/3 value [see First, the exact direction of the staggered AF component in the (a, b) plane of the TAF phase cannot be unambiguously determined by our single-crystal neutron results, which are compatible both with a collinear and a non-collinear AF arrangement. At first sight, the orientation of the magnetic moments within the chain and between the chains for both magnetic structures can be explained by isotropic exchange interactions including: (i) a main intrachain AF interaction, (ii) an AF diagonal interaction between chains of the same type and (iii) frustrated interactions between chains of different types, like for the zero-field LAF structure. Additional ingredients must be invoked to explain the selection of the moment directions. Kimura et al. 23 have noticed that the octahedral environment is slightly tilted from the c axis. Their analysis of the magnetization measured for a magnetic field applied in the (a, b) plane allowed them to determine the local g-tensor. In addition to the strongest anisotropy axis at 5
• from the c axis, a secondary anisotropy axis is also present perpendicularly, both axes rotating by 90
• around the c axis from one Co 2+ to the next one along the chain, under the effect of the screw axis. Such a single-ion anisotropy would favor neither the collinear nor the noncollinear magnetic structure. We have also calculated the dipolar energy and it was found to be identical for both magnetic structures, indicating that it is not a relevant parameter either. The Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia interaction is allowed between some Co 2+ pairs that lack an inversion center. However, its influence is difficult to grasp due to the lack of symmetry-based constraints on the direction of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia vector. Last, a most probable crucial ingredient in the selection of the field-induced magnetic state is the weak orthorhombic distortion that has been evidenced by thermal expansion and magnetostriction measurements. 24 This distortion should favor coincident structural and magnetic domains with magnetic moments along the a or b directions, thus selecting the collinear magnetic structure.
There also seems to be a discrepancy between the present neutron study and recent NMR results 17 concerning the nature of the high field-phase. Indeed, Klanjšek et al. 17 observe at 10 T an NMR spectrum consisting of a single prominent peak that changes to a weak U-shaped spectrum at long echo-decay times. This spectrum is interpreted as a "ferromagnetic incommensurate (FM IC) ordering", where the Co 2+ chains would be ferromagnetically coupled in the a and b directions, with a modulation of the magnetic moment amplitude both along the c axis and in the (a, b) plane, the latter having a very long wavelength. We have been looking carefully for additional magnetic superlattice peaks at incommensurate positions (h + α, k ± α, l ± ξ) and (h, k ± α, l ± ξ), by varying continuously the incommensurate modulations α and ξ in various Brillouin zones. In spite of an optimization of the experimental conditions to increase the flux and of a long counting time, no signal could be detected elsewhere than at the AF position (h + 1, k, l). The influence of a misalignment of the magnetic field with respect to the c axis is unlikely to explain the different phases deduced from neutron diffraction and NMR, 25 since the sample orientation could be precisely determined in our diffraction experiment and the crystal c axis was found at less than 1 degree from the vertical field direction. Moreover, as can be seen in Fig. 2 , the high-field phase boundaries determined by NMR and neutron diffraction perfectly coincide indicating that both techniques probe the same magnetic phase. It is worth noting that the field dependence of the TLL exponent η describing the decay of the spin-spin correlation functions, as determined from the field-dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate T −1 1 in NMR, crosses the value η = 1 close to 8.5 T.
17
This should correspond to the change from longitudinal incommensurate to transverse staggered fluctuations at this field value, in perfect consistency with the present neutron diffraction study. The two sets of experiments can be reconciled first by noticing that the TAF phase observed in neutron diffraction is compatible with the central prominent peak in the NMR line shape. Second, essentially all the NMR conclusions are based on the analysis of T sees essentially the incommensurate spin fluctuations and is weakly sensitive to the staggered AF ones due to the symmetric positions of the Co 2+ neighbors with respect to the probed 51 V nucleus. This leads to a scenario in which the ordered phase is indeed the TAF phase determined by neutron diffraction, but dressed with strong incommensurate fluctuations (seen via the T −1 1 in NMR), in addition to the expected staggered AF fluctuations. One cannot exclude also the true coexistence between the FM IC order proposed in the light of the NMR observations and the TAF magnetic order determined from our neutron diffraction study. The neutron diffraction experiment would not be sensitive to the weak incommensurate signal, as compared to the main TAF signal, which would be compatible with the NMR spectrum shown in Fig. 2e of Ref. 17. Last, the agreement between our experimental result and a simple model of BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 where weakly coupled S = 1/2 XXZ chains on a simple cubic lattice are treated as TLLs, 5 is only qualitative. Using the parameters = 0.46 and J /J = 0.00138 extracted from the fit of the magnetization measurements, 13 the LSDW-TAF transition was calculated to occur at a magnetic field H * ∼ 15 T, 5 i.e., higher than H * ∼ 8.5 T as observed in our experiment. This disagreement may be simply due to the fact that the values of and J /J used by Okunishi and Suzuki 5 to determine this critical field are not correct. Indeed, our recent inelastic neutron scattering work suggests slightly different values ( = 0.56, J = 4.8 meV, J = 0.2 meV yielding J /J = 0.04). 26, 27 However, note that such a large J would drastically increase the critical temperature, which seems incompatible with the experimental phase boundaries. One possibility to resolve this issue is that interchain couplings are rather complicated, so that the frustration along the a and b directions produces an effective interchain coupling much smaller than the individual couplings. In this sense, it should also be noted that Okunishi and Susuki 5 have derived the phase diagram of BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 in a mean-field model which does not take into account the fluctuations that can destabilize the LSDW order more rapidly than predicted in this approach. Another possibility to resolve the issue was suggested by Klanjšek at al. in Ref. 17 where the combination of incommensurate fluctuations in spin chains and zigzag-like interchain couplings was shown to lead to the strongly field-dependent effective interchain coupling. Such a coupling allowed them to account for an additional phase, absent in the simple TLL picture, which they detected between 19 and 22 T by NMR, before the saturated FM state is reached. 17 Finally, the complexity of the BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 system is not fully captured by the simple model introduced in Ref. 5 : neither the orthorhombic distortion nor the complex structural arrangement in screw chains, that produces a multi-axis anisotropy, are accounted for. This simple model is clearly insufficient to account for all the properties of BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 and for its rich H − T phase diagram.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our neutron diffraction study has allowed us to determine the H − T phase diagram of BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 in a longitudinal field (H parallel to the Ising c axis) between 0 and 12 T. After a longitudinal AF phase (below H c ∼ 3.9 T) and a longitudinal spin-density wave phase (between H c and 9.25 T), we have identified a canted transverse AF phase above H * ∼ 8.5 T. On the one hand, the transverse nature of this field-induced magnetic order is compatible with the TLL picture used by Okunishi and Suzuki to calculate the BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 phase diagram, 5 but the calculated critical field (H * ∼ 15 T) is higher than the measured one. On the other hand, this critical field matches the one deduced from the highfield NMR studies. 17 However, the magnetic fluctuations above H * seen in NMR are incommensurate whereas we have identified a staggered transverse antiferromagnetic ordered phase by neutron diffraction. This may reflect an influence of coexisting longitudinal and transverse magnetic fluctuations in this range of magnetic fields. A calculation of the H −T phase diagram using a more realistic model taking into account the complexity of BaCo 2 V 2 O 8 is probably crucial to fully capture its rich physics.
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